FIRST WORLD MULTIHULL REGATTA
BY

R. L.

ANDREWS

Victor Tchetchet is a great poineer of multihull design and development, and he is Commodore of the International Multihull Boat
Racing Union, so that it was fitting and appropriate that the first world
multihull regatta was held on western Long Island Sound near Victor's
home on September 22nd-24th, 1966. The boats were raced in two
main divisions-cruisers and day racers.
The general winner for the fastest elapsed time was WILD WIND,
a very large and powerful day racer of 32 ft. length with twin symmetrical hulls and trampoline deck, carrying 500 ft. of sail in a sloop
rig. In the strong winds prevailing, she simply flew. Her owner and
skipper is Harry Bourgeoise of Altadena, Cal.
Arthur Piver and his STILLETO just ran away with the race in
the cruising division, finishing about one and three-quarter hours
before the next boat over a 21 mile course ! She was rather higher
out of the water than the STARTLED FAUN, built to the same lines,
which participated in the Round Britain race. A long second to Arthur
was J. P. Harvey with a Piver NIMBLE. All the multihull cruisers
however, stood to their canvas very well in the stiff wind, while conventional craft around of their size were well snugged down.
The winner among the day racers-practically all catamaranswas Wait Hall with his SHEARWATER IV-on corrected time.
Behind him came Skip Banks with a Hubbard " B " LION and
then John Wilson in a THAI MARK IV. In the smaller " A" cat
division a Hubbard "A " LION sailed by Greer Ellis took a first,
followed by Dennis Posey in a cat of his own design, and then J erry
White in a design by B. Lustrom. These little cats and their intrepid
skippers made quite a picture flying along in a great froth; probably some
of them never sailed faster than on the final reach to the finish l
Unfortunately not all the craft escaped unscathed. There were
a few capsizes and lost sticks, and a quite unusual flip after the finish
by Pete Schweers with his " C " cat COBRA. Coming into the
wind with sails down and his wing mast athwartships, Pete thus came
aback- the COBRA reared up-and over backwards she went !
The steady strong wind throughout the regatta perhaps kept many
local craft home but the picture one remembers is of flying sails back! it
in the autumn sun and sleek hulls afroth all going at a wild clip for this
first international rnultihull regatta in the waters where Victor Tchetchet
first sailed his twin and triple hulled creations years ago-coining the
word " trimaran " for those of Indonesian inspiration.
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WILDWIND-A" D" CLASS CATAMARAN
L.O.A.
32ft.
Weight
1375 lbs.
Beam
16ft.
Sail area
500 sq. ft.
Owners: Norm Reese and Harry
Designer: Bob Reese.
Bourgeois, Balboa Yacht Club.
The biggest news in America this year is the exciting new " D "
Class catamaran WILDWIND. She has been first to finish in every
race she entered this year, including the 120 mile Ensenada race, in
which she beat the other cats by over four hours. She also beat all
the racing cats in Victor Tchetchet's First World Multihull Regatta.
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WILDWIND is demountable in two hours, has a trampoline
bridge deck, one bunk in each hull, daggerboards and a rotating mast.
Probably the most interesting structural development is her " Rabbits
ears," the twelve fibreglass collars which the three aluminium cross
members fit into. The strands of glass are dispersed and resined
(glued) against the hull sides so the strains are well distributed.
WILDWIND is generally 10% to 15 % faster than the biggest
West Coast ocean racers, including AlKANE, PATTY CAT, and
so on.
(Information sent by Hugo Myers, 8011 Yorktown Avenue, Los
Angeles, California.)
THE INTERI'\ATIONAL CATAMARAN CHALLENGE
LADY HELMSMA N, the British boat, beat GAMECOCK from
America by four races to two (1966). LADY HELMSMAN was
sailed by Reg White of Sail Craft, who built her, and John Osborn,
GAMECOCK by Bob Shields and Jim Bonney while George Patterson,
her designer and part owner was there to supervise things.
The races this year were notable for the first: use of una rigged
wingsail masts without jibs and the structural failures associated with
their weight in both boats. LADY HELMSMAN broke her fore
beam in the first two races while GAMECOCK's mainbeam worked
loose in one huJI, allowing water to get in and the hulls to wring. These
" teething troubles " with wing masts, due to their weight were almost
inevitable but it was unfortunate that they should have occurred in
this series.
First Race. A strong wind, 15 knots gusting to 20 knots, against
the flood tide produced a short, very lumpy sea which must have
tested the construction of bo~h boats to the utmost. LADY HELMSMAN, pointing higher and footing faster than GAMECOCK, on the
first beat reached the weather mark 60 seconds ahead and picked up
another 6 seconds on the downwind leg to the second mark. She thus
had clearly proved herself faster by the time the forebeam collapsed.
GAMECOCK then finished the course to win the race.
Sec()lld Race. The winds were lighter and the sea calmer. The
pattern of the first race was repeated almost completely, LADY
HELMSMAN again building up a lead of one minute at the first mark
and increasing it till the forebeam again broke, GAMECOCK sailing
round to win.
Third Race. As nothing broke in either boat, they sailed around
the course with LADY HELMSMAN continuously increasing her
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GAMECOCK
lead, to win by 7 minutes and 12 seconds, or about 2 miles in distance.
T he boats in this race were thus averaging about 17 miles per hour.
Fifth Race. Before this race, GAMECOCK's mainbeam fault
had been corrected and the individual forestay to each bow replaced by
the single stay and bridle she had used in the States. More flow was
put into the sail as well. The result of these changes was a faster boat
but not fast enough to beat LADY HELMSMAN, though the lead
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had been cut to under a minute, when GAMECOCK's main halliard
parted, being frayed through between the sail head and the halliard lock
which (when working) takes half the compression strain from the mast.
LADY HELMSMAN finished the course to win.
Sixth Race. Again there were light winds and again nothing broke
in either boat. This race was the closest in the series but this was more
apparent than real because LADY HELMSMA N had built up a lead
of two minutes at first. GAMECOCK then reduced this to one minute,
while a wind-shift allowed her to finish only 34 seconds behind.

Summmy. The races were unsatisfactory due to the breakages but
LADY HELMSMAN was undoubtedly a far faster boat than GAMECOCK and the final score of 4 to 2 did not reflect her superiority at all.

THE REASON FOR LADY HELMSMAN's WIN
BY
}ACK KNIGHTS

By courtesy of the Editor,

YACHTS

& YACHTINC

Although it is possible to list the factors which contributed to
LADY HELMSMAN's win, it's not such a simple matter to assess
their relative importance. At this stage too it's impossible to guess how
much she was helped along by the new graphite preparation on her
underbody which her sponsors, Helmsman Paints, will soon be marketing. One thing is certain though, she felt very smooth and smoothness
is a quality to be aimed at.
What we do know is that LADY HELMSMAN was at least one
hundred lbs. lighter than GAMECOCK. This must have had a
favourable effect even if twenty pounds or so might justifiably have been
squandered on more substantial crossbeams. Each time, so far, the
Americans have brought over a heavier glass fibre boat and we have
successfully defended with a lighter, wooden one. Any decade now,
the penny may drop. Perhaps it has dropped already- Bob Shiels
said afterwards that had their boat been built over here by Sail Craft it
would have been 100 lbs. lighter. "We respect your craftsmanship"
he said, whilst lamenting that over there they have lost the art of building
with tree wood.
On the other side, GAMECOCK must be given full marks for her
engineering. She was the best tied-together " C " Class catamaran
that I have yet seen. In particular her pitched deckbeams, substantial
dolphin striker and wires, all tidily faired, seemed much superior to
LADY HELMSMAN's rule-of-thumb arrangements.
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GAMECOCK's running trim was suspect. She seemed to me
to have too much rocker in her keel profile forward and had too much
buoyancy in her chest. Consequently, in spite of having plumb bows
to get the most of the permitted maximum length, she was, as often as
not, sailing along with several feet of her bows wa'Ving around in the air.
By contrast, LADY HELMSMAN, starting off with less waterline
length, ended up with more actual running length. GAMECOCK's
plumb bows didn't help her pitching and pitching is a growing problem
with the development of taller, bigger and heavier wing masts.
LADY HELMSMAN had a younger crew, but for the purposes
of this match, a more experienced and, I think, skilful one. Reg White
has now been concerned with four of the defences and John Osborn
with two. Reg. gets better all the time, adding judgment and tactical
assurance to his inbuilt coolness. John does everything as if his life
depended upon it. The pair were tacking LADY HELMSMAN far
quicker than any " C " Class cat has ever been tacked before, sometimes quicker than a FLYING DUTCHMAN. This hardly made a
difference in this series, but there were times when LADY HELMSMAN slipped out from under GAMECOCK because of it.
Jim Bonney and Bob Shiels didn't help their chances by arriving
too late to learn the water before the first race. White usually outgunned Shiels at the start and once you are behind in tidal waters,
behind a man who knows the waters, that is, any departure from his
course is almost always a mistake.
To my mind neither Shiels nor Bonney got as much out of their
boa!, beating and reaching, as White, who was always sniffing out the
freeing puff almost before it struck.
The rigs may well have been the biggest factor of all. LADY
HELMSMAN's big fat wing spar was so radical that when he first saw
it, George Patterson could only scratch his head and wonder. Its
shape was dictated by tests conducted by its designer, Austin
"Clarence" Farrar after model tests in the Southampton University
wind tunnel and elsewhere. It is based on two concepts. First that
the best slow speed aerofoil is much thicker and blunter in the nose
than the aerofoils in current aircraft, second, that by tapering the after
edge to match the sail leech much of the sail twist could be eliminated
and the mast blended with the soft sail.
LADY HELMSMAN's rig was also a foot or two shorter than
GAMECOCK's with far more sail round and a less tapering headboard.
Farrar believes, with many, that the narrow top of the conventional
Bermudian sail does very little work.
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GAMECOCK's wing sail was hardly less thick, athwart, than
LANE HELMSMA N's, but very much less blunt. I t was taller and
narrower and had more rigging to support it, including two sets of
diamonds. There was hardly any round to the leech. The very
heavy, stretch-free sail had been cut very flat by Hard Sails and was
said to be less elastic than the main of a twelve metre. Though
there were many devices for increasing flow it didn't once look as full
as LADY 1/ELMSMAN's. GAMECOCK had an unusually powerful
wire and rope mainsheet arrangement even for a class notable for powerful sheets. I thought there were times when they over did things,
trussing her up too tightly, flattening the sail out too much. These
boats are so flexible that you can go on pulling, but you only twist up
the weather bow or overload the middle of the bridge deck.

LADY HELMSMAN's rig seemed at its best close reaching. T he
blunt leading edge may very well be less critical of angle of attack than
a sharper one and thus more tolerant of small wind changes which
cannot be met by the helmsman with his sheet or tiller and thus more
practically effective.
LADY HELMSMAN's rig will obviously be copied, but how
much further can it be developed ? Will the spar get progressively
wider and the sail narrower ? Will it get fatter and fatter too ? Will it
be worth experimenting with a still lower rig and helping weight,
windage and pitching ? The theoretical advantages of high aspect ratio
do not seem, as yet, to be borne out in practice. LADY HELMSMAN
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used two "Seahorse" mains whilst GAMECOCK seemed to stick to the
Hard one all through. LADY HELMSMAN has windows in her
sail just aft of the spar through which her helmsman can see lengths of
wool on the lee side. His aim is to keep these streaming evenly aft.
\Vhen they hang down, or suck out, the all important flow over the lee
side is breaking down.
One thing more should be said about the victorious British boat.
She is to the same basic HELLCAT hull design which Rod MacalpineDownie gave the first cup winner in 1961 and which has been guarding
the trophy for us ever since.
She seems at the moment-but this may be a matter of rigging,
sailing and such-to be faster than the plumb-ended new design
which Rod got out for Wills this year and nobody has yet been able
to make significant improvements to this six-year-old design.

LADY HELMSMAN
BY

JoHN MoRwoon

The Hull. This year, Rod MacAlpine-Downie designed WILLS
VENTURERS I! and Ill for Excel boats to build. Reg White, in
Sailcraft was therefore left without a new design of " C " Class catamaran so he modified the HELLCAT Ill's mould to give it a knuckle
forward, instead of external spray deflectors and built LADY
HELMSMAN which, apart from the knuckle, is identical to EMMA
HAMILTON.
As with EMMA, the bow sections are very fine with a 30° V
(approximately) keel angle about 2 ft. from the forward end of the
waterline. This broadens with approximately straight waterlines to
the semi-circular maximum section. The afterbody gives the general
impression of rising semi-circles of only slightly smaller radii.
The " Slicing " Bow. It is an interesting conjecture to weigh
the slicing bow of narrow V sections against the round bottoms of
semi-cricles. One would think that the narrow bow would pitch more
and have more wetted surface and hence running resistance. But,
when there is any lateral sail force and hence leeway, the fine bow might
control the water flow and direct it back along the hull in a more fore
and aft direction, thus decreasing resistance. Perhaps, it is thus the
fore end of a low aspect ratio keel-a subject which is more fully
discussed in a later article. It is from such small inferences that
design improvements come and each possibility should be carefully
thought about by " C " Class designers.
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The Cockpit. This is absolutely flat from the outside gunwale of
one hull to the outside gunwale of the other, thus giving the smoothest
airflow over it and the least possibility of holding water. The trampoline is, of course, attached to the inside gunwales and the fore and aft
alloy tubes. A bow tube is used to take the compression strain of the
forestay span and to prevent wringing between the hulls.
The Rig. This is dealt with more fully in the next article but its
weight was such as to cause failure in the main beam in the first two
races of the International Catamaran Challenge against GAMECOCK.
The wing mast was supported by only three stays without any jumper
struts at all. The forestay was attached to a wire span between the
bows of the hulls.

LADY HELMSMAN's WI NGSAIL
Sailcraft built the wing to the designs and construction plan of
Austin Farrar and SEAHORSE made the sails (of which there are four
for different purposes) under his careful supervision. The wing is of
fairly orthodox aircraft type of plywood over formers on a main spar.
The first wing made, using a very thin ply skin weighed about 120 lbs.
but it was thought that the risk of fingers sticking through it was too
great and the one actually used in the trials weighed 148 lbs. with a
thicker skin. T he weight of the wing is thus far from negligible and
undoubtedly a search will be instituted to get the weight down without
making it too vulnerable. As already stated, the mast is held aloft by
three stays only, the forestay going via a span to both bows.
The plan form of the wing was an idea of Austin Farrar's, based
on the discovery of General Parham that an absolutely twistless sail
could be obtained by using a curved mast with the concavity to windward. The very convex curve of the trailing edge of the wing produces
the same effect as the bent mast rigs of General Parham but in a far
handier fashion. Not only did Austin Farrar develop this idea but he
made models of it and took them to Southampton l..;niversity where
they were tested in the wind tunnel until he found the best wing and
sail shape for windward performance. He was also able to scale up the
models to full size still keeping the shapes he wanted.
On the first sailing trials, a wishbone boom was used to take all
t he twist out of the sail and this gave an excellent performance but was
rather bard to use as the optimum angle of attack was too delicate
and some few degrees of twist were then deliberately allowed to appear
to make handling easier.
At the foot of wingsails, there has to be some way of fixing the
boom at a definite angle to the wing and this sail uses a backwards
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projecting fiat board on the wing whose angle to the boom is controlled
by a four part purchase which leads to either side of the board and is
held there by jamb cleats. The control between mast and sail is
therefore a "fine " adjustment and the angle is set to give a fair flow
from the wing onto the sail. The flexibility of the sail allows it to
flick from one tack to the other by compressing the battens but it goes
naturally to the correct angle as set by the four part purchase.

Conclusion. LADY HELMSMAN's wingsail has no twist, a
semi-elliptical chord-length distribution and controllable flow. It
should therefore be capable of giving the best possible windward
performance and performance on a close reach, I do not feel myself
able to comment on Jack Knight's point about the thickness of the
wing's leading edge. It is hard to say how much of LADY HELMSMAN's success against other British boats as well as against GAMECOCK is due to her wingsail but I think that it was the final touch in
an otherwise excellent boat.
THE EVOLUTION OF WINGSAILS
BY

H. J. PARHAM
I thought up the bent mast rig in December, 1947 and the 'lobster
claw' rig (i.e., the ply covered aerofoil mast, preceding a twistless
fabric trailing portion) in 1947 or 1948 and have sailed, mainly with
the former ever since, day in, day out. The 'lobster claw' was clearly
the better sail, the bent mast the more practical and more easily scaled
up.
My finances and engineering facility (and ability) precluded my
making any large rigs of either pattern but as early as 1948, I-an
aeroplance pilot by instinct-had proved to my complete satisfaction
that a sail was a 'wing stuck up on end' and that all attempts to argue
otherwise were futile. This being accepted, one was forced to conclude
that for fast windward work, the 'clean' low drag, unflapped monoplane was what was wanted. Experiments (full scale) to show whether
'wind gradient' could make twist desirable proved that it could not, and
in fact, any serious degree of twist was bound to be wrong.
MAJ.-GEN.

BELINDA ANN has now sailed on over 1,000 days during her
10 years and more of life- always with the bent mast rig and scores of
people have seen her and remarked on her good performance with her
small sail area (72 sq. ft.).
In the last few years, several " C " Class catamarans have used the
'lobster claw' rig, starting with George Patterson's SPRINTER. I have
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always felt, when studying these rigs, that they had one serious defect
in that the vitally important leeside curve was not really 'fair', because
the curve of the 'lobster claw' mast was not continued smoothly into
the fabric trailing portion, due to the twist which was inevitably present
with a stayed mast. LADY HELMSMAN's rig goes very near to
achieving a smooth curve, though it does not do so entirely. My
abilities were not equal to thinking up a simple way of scaling either of
my t\vo sail conceptions up to the 300 sq. ft. of an International " C "
Class cat.
Here it was that Austin Farrar came in with a stroke of great
insight and made a design which combined 'lobster claw' and 'bent
mast' rigs into one. The result is LADY HELMSMAN's rig.

GAMECOCK
BY
j OHN MORWOOD

GAMECOCK was designed by George Patterson and has an
excellent hull shape for speed in smooth water. A vertical stem and
transom make use of the full 25 ft. allowed, while a more blunt entry
than with LADY HELMSMAN (hence saving wetted surface) fairs
into the semi-circular maximum section.
The one feature of her design which is remarkable is that the
maximum section is forward of midships, resulting in long, straight
buttock lines like those of a dinghy. This feature could only have been
used either with the idea of decreasing the hydrodynamic resistance or of
pushing the centre of buoyancy forward to prevent nose diving. As a
result of all our studies, I don't think the hydrodynamic resistance would
be improved by such a shape because in general, the stern wave of
catamarans is of such little value in pushing against the quarters and
would in any case, be balanced by the " suck-down " from the hull
bulging so markedly. However, from my observation of the performance of these " C " Class hulls, the shape does not appear to be as
critical as the weight, and I think that GAMECOCK's hull design is
as fast as LADY HELMSMAN's, except for the forward buoyancy
which raised the stems out of the water.
Pitching. There was no doubt, however, that GAMECOCK
pitched more than LADY HELMSMAN in lightish going in the
Thames estuary. This appears to be a serious source of resistance
in all boats and undoubtedly, this pitching was due to the full forebody.
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The Rig. George Patterson was the man who first made the
wingsail a racing boat's rig in his SPRINTER and the wingsail on
GAMECOCK was excellently engineered-more or less on ice-boat
lines. However, the gadgetry was heavy and a bit complicated. It
was perhaps unfortunate for him that Austin Farrar had already had so
much experience in wingsail masts and sails, most of which were never
adopted.
THE BRITISH ELIM I NATION TRIALS FOR THE DEFENDER
Eleven "C" Class catamarans took part in t he British Championships held during International Catamaran Week at Sheppey. The
final order was :(1.)

THUNDER li sailed by Terry Pearce and Rodney Marsh.

(2.)

MANTA C. John Mazzotti and Peter Shaw.

(3.)

LADY HELMSMAN. Reg White and John Osborn.

(4.)

WILLS VENTURER I/. (5.) WILLS VENTURER I .

(6.) KITTY.

(7.) MISS SENIOR SERVICE. (8.) WILLS

VENTURER Ill. (9.) NELL GWYNNE. (10.) EMMA HAMILTON. (11.) THUNDER I.
T he first three and MISS SENIOR SERVICE, helmed by Neil
Coster, were selected for the final trials at Thorpe Bay to decide on
the defender of the International Trophy.
The early part of the week's trials was indecisive but slowly LADY
HELMSMAN seemed to be improving on THUNDER ll, beating
her by 2 seconds and 4 seconds on Friday 28th August. The next
day, with a stronger wind, the lead was 1 minute 20 seconds and 2 minutes 15 seconds.
As a result of the racing at Sheppey and these final trials, the selection committee decided that LADY HELMSMAN was continously improving in relation to THUNDER II and they therefore
felt that she was the better boat. It must have been a great disappointment for THUNDER's crew who had so decisevely won the European
Championships at Hayling I sland as well as the British Championships
and also to their great friends in MANTA C who had come second in
these events. It was the superb qualities of both these boats which
allowed LADY HELMSMAN to be raced in the "Little America Cup"
in such a high state of tune.
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THUNDER JI, owned and designed by Rodney Marsh was
written up in A.Y.R.S. No. 54 CATAMARANS 1965. John
Mazzotti's MANTA C, sloop rigged the previous year was modified
to an aerofoil masted UNA rig for this season.
THE AMERICAN 1966 "C" CAT SELECTION SERIES'
BY

Eo. F. CoTTER
Author of the International Book of Catamarans and Trimarans
(CROWN)

When this appears in print, George Patterson's wing-mast " C "
class catamaran, GAMECOCK, will have journeyed to England and
met the best of the British cats at Thorpe Bay, and the fate of the
" Little Americas Cup " will have been decided for another year.
This account deals with how and why this 25 ft. twin-hulled craft
came to be the U.S. representative for the sixth running of these
International matches, dominated since inception by the British.
Thus, we are permitted a backward glance, beginning in the spring of
1966, when U.S. "C" cat design and construction activity was
mounting to fever pitch.
In May, the Hubbard's unveiled ALLIANCE, " C" cat No. 37,
designed for Van Allan Clark, owner of the well remembered BEVERLY. At the Sea Cliff Y.C. regatta, now a spring multi-hull classic,
ALLIANCE won top honors, showing her transoms to a mixed bag
of older designs.
She had a multitude of new features, ranging from new hull shape
to wing-mast with dual track upon which were mounted twin mainsails,
each with full battens. These sails were designed to press together,
but give some thickness to the airfoil section. New Jersey boatbuilder
Bill Kier constructed the hulls, and Mead Gougeon, the trimaran
wizard of the 1966 Yachting One-of-a-kind at St. Petersburg, Fla., was
signed on to build the mast.
At the next test, Bayside Y.C.'s annual catamaran regatta on June
4 and 5, HYDRO-GEN, entry No. 2, appeared. She was newly
constructed, with ALLIANCE hulls, from the same mold and builder,
but with a different type wing-mast, a single mainsail, and other
modifications by her owner, John Sangmcister, a Jersey Shore E scow
sailor. Launched for the first time just before race time, she never
got going, as ALLIANCE racked up another victory. This fleet
included a HELLCAT design sailed by Steve Richardson and Gougeon 's
fabulous trimaran with Bob Smith at the tiller.
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Meanwhile, George Patterson was nervously awaiting delivery of
his new design, sponsored by Dave Siddons and to be skippered by
Bob Shiels. Being third in line at the same builder's plant didn't
help the ulcer department, but GAMECOCK, "C" cat No. 35, a
second generation single sail wing-mast configuration, seemed to be
worth waiting for.
Delivered in time for a few days of tune-up sailing, she made her
debut in mid-July at the North American Multi-hull Championships,
hosted by the Stamford Y.C. on Long Island Sound. Here, she
swept every race, one by a margin of over 12 minutes. ALLIANCE
and HYDRO-GEN weren't close.
But these were sailed in typical summertime Long Island Sound
doldrums. The selection committee's work was just beginning. This
group consisting of Ev. Morris, Ed. Cotter and Vin Rheinberger, had
at this point noted that all three boats were looking better than " last
year's " designs. HYDRO-GEN was improving race-by-race with
the addition of Bill Cox to her advisory group. And while GAMECOCK demonstrated superior qualities in light airs, ALLIANCE
closed the gap as the breeze increased. Thus, the stage was set for a
fight to the finish on the following weekend at Narragansett Bay,
noted for dependably strong sailing winds.
Host club, the East Greenwich (R.l.) Y.C. foresightedly provided
a 14 ft. wide ramp for launching the big cats, and a well checked-out
committee to provide essential services. Excellent weather prevailed.
The breeze co-operated nicely, ranging from light to moderate on
Saturday morning, on up to a spirited sailing breeze as the day progressed, but the contenders had problems. Sailing now in a large
open area with no interference from other classes, and with accurately
constructed courses, (1! mile beat, 1! mile right angle reach, then back
to the starting marker for a windward-leeward lap) tactics, maneuverability and dependability of gear and fittings came to the fore. And,
as the chop and the wind built up, these were accentuated.
Bob Shiels at the helm of GAMECOCK, reaffirmed her light
weather capability, to the evident satisfaction of George Patterson,
her crew. Then, as the wind strengthened, HYDRO-GEN, skippered
by owner John Sangmeister, with builder Bill Kier as crew, lost her
mast while matched against ALLIANCE sailed by Van Allen Clark
and crewed by Jerry Hubbard.
This casualty began as the mainsail began to pull out of the mast
slot at the tack. Sangmeister, at that point elected to continue, as
the slot seemed to hold after a a few feet of sail separated from the
mast. All at once, after rounding on to the second beat, the sail pulled
out to the mast truck, becoming, in effect, a masthead spinnaker. The
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wing-mast, stressed for a balanced load throughout its length, snapped
in two half way up. This seemed to be a good point to break for
lunch, and all hands returned to the clubhouse.
After chow, ALLIANCE and GAMECOCK returned to the fray,
but this time in the inner bay, as the wind and the waves had become
a bit wilder. Rooster tails flying, GAMECOCK earned the next race,
after a seesaw battle, showing fine rnaneuverability between tacks and
excellent reaching speeds. In the next race ALLIANCE took an
early lead but GAMECOCK passed her and opened out. Then, on
a high speed reach, GAMECOCK 's mast was observed to oscillate
rapidly while the mainsail eased. ALLIANCE rapidly closed the
distance and passed the obviously disabled GAMECOCK, which
withdrew. Racing was discontinued for the day.
Later investigation brought out that GAMECOCK's mainsheet
fittings had progressively failed in the heavier going. These had been
fabricated from a three year old alloy with inferior tensile strength.
Meanwhile, HYDRO-GEN was definitely out of the running, with no
replacement mast in her inventory. Hurried efforts early Sunday
a.m. by a local machine shop produced replacement fittings for GAMECOCK but on the trip out to the starting line, Shiels and Patterson
became concerned about a bent mast tang, caused the day before by the
wildly gyrating mast. Deciding discretion must rule (wing-masts
cost about $800.) they returned to the beach.
ALLIANCE was on the line and raring to go so the committee
put her through her paces alone, around a t riangular course, clocking
her at the finish with an average speedo£ 1
no s. A:ft er a huddle, it
was ruled by the selection committee, that whi le ALLIANCE was
the sole survivor, she was not the fastest boat, GAMECOCK having
been beaten only by her own equipment failures.
With the agreement of the competitors a re-sail was scheduled for
two weeks later at the same place, giving time for repairs, improvements
and more handling experience.
Assembling again at the East Green·wich Y.C. on August 5th, all
contenders were operable. In the interim, the other two cats adopted
the semi-circular mainsheet traveler originally sported by GAMECOCK. This development, the committee noted, could equalize the
handling ability of all boats and give a better gauge of hull and rig
performance in the aggregate.
A fine day of racing was accomplished on Saturday. ALLIANCE
and GAMECOCK started it off in a light easterly, and with the lead
changing hands several times, GAMECOCK finished 29 seconds
ahead. (HYDRO-GEN as standby boat, under the rules sailed the
course on a not-to-interfere basis.)
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Next match was between HYDRO-GEN and ALLIANCE, with
the latter taking it by the wide margin of 5 minutes 10 seconds, as
GAMECOCK showed her friskiness by working out on both boats,
then returning, playing a cat and mouse game as standby boat.
In the third race, all three were started on a long beat in a fading
southeast wind. GAMECOCK was first around by one minute, 53
seconds in the glassy going. As the boats headed north the beginnings
of a fresh southerly were evident behind them. The breeze caught
up, and on a spirited reach to the finish GAMECOCK held on to a
35 second lead over ALLIANCE and was one minute and 22 seconds
ahead of HYDRO-GEN.
The final match race for the day saw GAMECOCK take the lead
at the first mark by 40 seconds over ALLIANCE and gradually
increase the margin to 8 minutes 42 seconds at the finish in a good wind.
Sunday morning the boats were blessed with a full-fledged
southerly at the outset. In the lead-off contest ALLIANCE easily
defeated HYDRO-GEN by one minute 7 seconds. Then ALLIANCE
and GAMECOCK squared off. Van Alien Clark took the lead at the
start, but Slllels was not to be denied on the wind and led by 11 seconds
at the turn. Clark forged into the lead on the reach rounding the ne11:t
mark 35 seconds ahead, but again faded downwind, trailing by 18
seconds at the leeward mark. Then Shiels, rounding too quickly,
was trapped in stays, Clark drove through and finished the windward
thrash 25 seconds in the lead only to lose it again on the downwind
slide to the finish, as GAMECOCK, showing superb downwind
tacking ability, went on to win by 47 seconds.
With the southerly now up to rail down velocity (for monohulls)
all three boats were called to start. Shicls took the gun with the others
in close pursuit. ALLIANCE led by ten seconds at the windward
mark, as the absence of" beef" on GAMECOCK's trapeze began to
tell, but her 130 lb. designer doggedly stuck it out.
HYDRO-GEN was fading fast and, even with Bill Cox now at the
helm, looked to be out of contention. On the reach GAMECOCK
dropped another 8 seconds as ALLIANCE revelled in the heavy
going, rooster tails flying.
At the leeward mark GAMECOCK closed to within 8 seconds
then suddenly withdrew, with Shiels announcing that one daggerboard had been sheared off on the reaching leg. Then in came
HYDRO-GEN with both boards wiped away at the keel line. Later
it was explained that if the windward board is not raised immediately
at the beginning of a high speed reach, the intermittent slap of water
along the lower tip (as the windward hull rises out of the water) sets up
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enormous stresses. This can cause the board literally to tear in two
along the keel line.
The above turn of events brought the series to an abrupt end.
But the selection committee had seen enough, and as the fleet returned
to the East Greenwich Y.C., the final report was being written.
Once ashore, Ev. Morris thanked participants and committee
members and announced the selection of GAMECOCK to the assemblage.
She was picked, he explained, for her " wide range of superior
performance, including exceptional close windedness, marked superiority in downwind tacking angles and on all points of sailing in the lower
wind ranges."
Her weaknesses were also explored. These were; too light a crew
for winds over 12 knots, occasional tactical shortcomings and minor
equipment failures, all of which the committee felt were "susceptible
to correction" before the matches in England. The committee was
also strong in its recommendation that GAMECOCK's afterguard be
strengthened by " a reserve helmsman and a crew of wide experience
in major catamaran competition."
GAMECOCK, probably the last word in a wing-mast "C" cat
(at least in the U.S.), is the culmination of 20 years of multihull work
by George Patterson. Previously second best twice with SPRINTER
his first " C " cat, Patterson feels that the 1966 record of GAMECOCK
is a vindication of his efforts as a multihull innovator. Bob Shiels,
her skipper in the trials, has only praise for the craft, saying " She has
that extra drive to get us out of a tight spot or to make up lost ground.

THE LENGTH OF" C" CLASS CATAMARANS
BY
}OHN MORWOOD

I have done my best to evaluate every Challenger and Defender of
the International Trophy since the Series started by looking at the
boats and discussing them with people such as John Fisk, Austin Farrar,
Roland Prout and, of course, there are the many letters which come
daily dealing with catamaran design of one type or another.
Looking back on all these " C " Class catamarans, none so far
except for the 1966 GAMECOCK, has tried to use all the 25ft. they
are allowed in length. All the British boats have been designed by
Rod MacAlpine-Downie and have had a very fine entry and about 2ft.
of overhanging bow. I guess that they have sailed on an effective
length of about 21 ft. QUEST 11 (Cunningham) from Australia was
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faster than the D efender EMMA HAMILTON in 1965 and, with its
canoe stem, was again sailing on a length of about 21 ft. though the
hull was 25 ft. in overall length. GAMECOCK (George Patterson),
with her rather full forebody, may however, have been using slightly
more than the 25 ft. of her overall length.
It is my opinion at the moment that the sailing length of these
" C " Class catamarans is not a very critical factor in their speeds in
racing. If the catamaran is designed to sail on a shorter length, wetted
surface is saved while the extra length is valuable in the higher speed
range above 10 knots.

Length and Pitching. In the short seas of the Thames Estuary,
small catamarans pitch violently while even the " C " Class pitch a bit
and this adds enormously to resistance. The longer boat will obviously
pitch less than the shorter one and this, according to John Fisk, increases the speed of the boat at even 3 knots. In a bobble of sea,
WILLS VENTURER Ill, (Rod MacAlpine-Downie), with vertical
stem and thus using 25 ft. of sailing length, noticeably pitches less than
the boats with overhangs forward and increases speed relatively,
whereas in a smooth sea, the boats of effectively shorter length go faster.
It was quite evident that GAMECOCK pitched more than LADY
HELMSMAN in the light going, possibly because of the fullness of
her forebody.
In strong winds, pitching may be less of a problem because of the
momentum of the boat and the press of the sail.
Designing jrn Minimum Pitching. The first factor for minimum
pitch is therefore maximum length which in turn abolishes the overhang
forward which a.lso induces pitching. A fine bow and forebody will
also pitch less than a full or flared forebody.
Pitch is caused by two factors. The first is the extra buoyancy
when entering a sea which causes the bow to rise. The less this is,
the less will the bow rise. The second factor is fineness low down at
the bow which allows the bow to dig when it has fallen from its rise.
The cure here lies in a relatively wide base to the forefoot such as
would be found with a small semi-circle or right angled V chine
foreward. It is perhaps noteworthy that QUEST// and Don Robertson's FREEDOM had this kind of forebody and both were extremely
fast.
Conclusion. Minimum pitch is obtained by designing for the
maximum sailing length, having vertical topsides with a fine bow and
using deminishing semi-circles from the maximum section to the stem
or running these off into a right angled V in the first 2 or 3 feet, rounding
the corners at the chines to prevent turbulence.
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THE FLOW OF SAILS
In the International Catamaran Challenge, GAMECOCK used a
flatter sail than LADY HELMSMAN. It was a beautiful sail made
by Hard in the U.S. Perhaps, however, the sail might have been more
suited to monohulls which often have to throw away sail force and do
this most efficiently by having sails flatter than the optimum.
According to my calculations, the sail force to windward is still
increasing when the flow is increased up to 1 in 7 and some early
HELLCATS had very large flows in their mainsails- as much as
1 in 6 and even more. lt is not known how these large flows would work
on wingsails but the flow of sails should have more thought than it has
had up to now.
'\
CATAMARAN AND TRIMARAN HULL DESIGN
BY

JoHN MoRwooo

The A.Y.R.S. has been studying catamarans and trimarans for
eleven years now. Because I am their Editor, I have been lucky
enough to see an enormous number of hull designs and tank tests and
have always tried to see why one hull was better than another.

Wetted Surface. On sailing in the very first of the Prout series,
SHEARWATER I, I realised that the waves produced by this narrow
hull were small and this made the major cause of resistance wetted
surface. This is still my opinion and some recent tests carried out on
10ft. models at the Taylor Model Basin in the U.S.A. now confirm that
two thirds of the resistance is due to wetted surface and their test
speeds went up to values which would be 20 knots for a 16 ft. boat or
25 knots for a 25 ft. boat.

Reducing Wetted Surface. The underwater section with the
least wetted perimeter is a semi-circle and the fastest catamarans and
trimarans use this section for their largest section. All underwater
sections forward of the largest section can also be semi-circles of
reducing size but, although this was used for Don Robertson's catamaran FREEDOM, which was a very fast cat, it has not been used
since to my knowledge.
The next way in which wetted surface can be reduced is by putting
the buoyancy more at the ends of the boat by having a fuller bow and a
submerged transom. The full bow, as in SHEARWATER Ill, tends
to pound a bit but goes fast all the same. The submerged transom as
in Michael Henderson's PETANQUE or the Hubbard brother's A,
B or C LIONS trails a burbling mass of eddies at low speeds which
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